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            The GRAND Place - the new name of the most picturesque location in Kiev!
          

       

        
        
          
            We became more loyal and radically changed the price policy for all services of the complex!
          

          

            

            As before, the policy of our complex will be focused on the absolute comfort and pleasure of the guests, as well as on providing all the amenities in the work of professionals holiday creating.

We are entering a hot season, to which there are a few days off, and free dates in the GRAND Place schedule are even smaller.

One of the most picturesque locations in Kiev provides even more technical opportunities for carrying out incredible events, cool bonuses for the inventors and pleasant surprises for the guests.

We are ready to discuss any of your wishes!

We are waiting for you on a visit to the fragrant coffee and a warm conversation on the banks of the Dnieper in the GRAND Place.

Call me (067) 963-90-98












Being in the city of Kiev, the new location allows you not to waste valuable time on additional logistics, while providing you with absolute privacy and peace.


In The GRAND Place you will enjoy the enchanting sunsets and will meet unforgettable sunrises, you will be comfortable in summer and cozy in winter! The complex The GRAND Place gives birth to the best emotions and memories!



          


                   

        


        
          
            The GRAND Place
            

              
            

            A unique location for corporate events, weddings and ...

            In Kiev, on the picturesque bank of the Dnieper, near the status yacht club in Obolon, the GRAND Place complex, unique in its possibilities and atmosphere, is located. The GRAND Place wins a harmonious combination of the beauty of nature, stylish urbanism and impeccable comfort. Designed on the principle of a smart home, the complex satisfies all requests and becomes an ideal venue for your important event (wedding, corporate, birthdays and much more).



              
            

      
              
            

        

      

  
        
    
    «The nuances on which we had

«To puzzle» earlier, here they become
 not of current interest».
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 phone: +38 (067) 963-90-98 
 e-mail: .(JavaScript должен быть включён для просмотра email адреса) 
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